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FIFA 22 also introduces a new "Player Impact Engine,” which accurately evaluates player skills and physical attributes to replicate player behaviours and styles in real-life. The engine also allows players to "influence" the AI through the inclusion of advanced "Player Impact" factors. Other key features in FIFA 22 include “Advances
Player Traits,” which allows players to switch between ball possession styles and techniques, and create “User Knees” that give players options to jump higher and sprint faster. FIFA 22 will be available on Xbox One, Xbox 360, PlayStation 4 and PC on 29 September in Europe, and on 29 September in the U.S., and is currently
available for pre-purchase for Xbox One owners. FIFA 22 Technical Features: “Speed of Play” – The new “Speed of Play” technology accelerates AI, passing and shooting while maintaining the core action of the pitch. “Increased Player Impact” – Players can now influence their AI with skill and experience-based “Player Impact”

factors. “Interactive Online Season” – An all-new “Interactive Online Season” mode allows for more control and freedom over game experiences. “No Compromise Pass Physics” – Players are given all new control and accuracy when passing the ball with intuitive controls and increased player feedback. “Distance Control” – Under
the control of any D-pad direction, defenders will stop their runs when they get too close to the player with the ball. “Kick-to-Pass” – A new kick-to-pass system is integrated into the game. The player can choose the direction of his kick, and the player receiving the ball can choose to pass or shoot. “Rocks-and-Boulders Ball” – A

new feature allows for a more accurate representation of the real-world pitch, with ridges and corners on the ball. “FIFA Ball Physics” – The ball reacts more realistically to contact with walls, other players and the pitch, with more emphasis put on providing the right feeling to the game. “Goalkeepers Physically Informed” –
Goalkeepers now physically react to shots on goal, and react to crosses to the penalty area. “Comfort System” – Improved

Features Key:

Pro-Player Intelligence – Includes the most realistic AI in FIFA history.
Listen to and talk to the best players in the world, finding out what they want to achieve with the ball and learn their preferences from watching how they approach every pass, dribble, and shot. Be the first to realise their potential – press the right button at the right time to find out how to challenge every player with an
RTS (Real Time Strategy) tactics system that keeps you on your toes and reacts to your input.
Global Scouting network – Pro-Asstren coach invites, appears on your radar then offers assistance or advice. Presently only in Career Mode, will also be available for Ultimate Team in Ultimate Team Seasons mode.
Improved Authenticity - All new animations, textures and detailed motion capture data from real-world players who have used the latest motion-capture equipment by STATS Ltd to capture more realistic action. Most of the new models and movements in the game have been awarded when they entered the Premier League
or La Liga academies. The new broadcast data for Premier League matches has also been used with the goalkeepers, unlike previous games, which could not get their positioning data correctly.
New Passchase, Defend-to-kick Offence (DTKO), and Covert Defences – Change the way you defend. Your options are now based on the attributes of the player with the best attributes on the team and your attacker has options to apply pressure after missing a tackle, and know the options to use to beat your opponent to
the ball. With your defender allowing your defender to run into space, you can now beat a man and win tackles in advance. The new Passchase system works in every direction on the pitch and moves the passing player into the space behind the attacker. The new Defend-to-kick Offence (DTKO) system is a new chance to
unlock in Attack mode for any quick, agile defender and it ensures that your dribbling player survives to get into the space behind the midfield. No longer will you be punished for interfering with a defender as teams will now force full-backs to go right forward to give their team a numerical advantage at the back. The
Covert Defences screen now shows you whether your back-marker is defending, passing, or changing position
New manager AI Pack – The AI has its own objectives and reasons to train 
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EA SPORTS FIFA is the world’s most authentic sports video game franchise, featuring the entire world’s top professional clubs and players from more than 30 leagues around the globe. Defend your team on the pitch with more than 250 real-world leagues and teams. Most important features The Team of the Year Dominate
every aspect of the pitch with an elite squad of athletes, from pass masters and ball hawks to relentless strikers, who combine expertly with your players to build potent attack-minded lineups. Take your tactics on the road with the ultimate manager mode and personalise each of your players with the ultimate variety of
kits, boots and hairstyles. A dynamic engine that powers the game for the most realistic and authentic gameplay experience. Real Confrontation with a more balanced and reactive gameplay engine. A dedicated physics engine that adds a layer of realism and truly immerses you in the action on every corner of the field. A
fully articulated defence system that creates authentic, fluid and balanced challenges at every turn. All-new player impact system. More variety in gameplay: more ball juggling, more acrobatics and more running and more skill from your players. World-class animation from the most authentic high-end animation studio in
the world. Assist Goal System gives more control to your defenders. New Attacking AI, more intelligent opponents and individual offensive styles. Use of all players on the team during set pieces. New contextual menus: access stats & numbers from anywhere on the field. Tactical menus: get any view of the game with the
press of a button. New match engine: all matches now have double-digit minute detail. New goal camera: get the most out of every angle of the action with the highest zoom available in a FIFA game. Style in all the details and tailor your team’s kits, training facilities, player-related features, and more. Unlock unique player
attributes and your own squad kit. Train and improve your players as they go through short training courses that help set them up for the pitch. Play with an all-new licensed cast of real players. Use a fourth-person camera to get a new perspective on the action with all your favorite active footballers. More immersive
gameplay interactions with other players and the ball. Your defence: bc9d6d6daa
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Choose from 60 legendary players, including Cristiano Ronaldo, Lionel Messi and Wayne Rooney. Compete in thrilling tournaments around the world, including The Derby, UEFA Champions League and The Final. Career Highlights – Set the bar higher in Career Highlights, in which you can unlock incredible moments in your career.
You can challenge yourself to compete in all of the major competitions in FIFA 22, including the UEFA Champions League and the FIFA Club World Cup, then enjoy your best moments as they are posted to your feed and save them to your watchlist. You can also create and share your own highlights through the new Social Sharing
feature. New Team Building Challenges – Make players fit into your tactics and strategies by using the new Team Building Challenges. Create different formations and teams, then simulate a match to earn points. Play with the strategy you want, pick the tactics you want, then play a real game of FIFA online! Match Day Manager –
Use real-life tactics and real-life conditions to win, even if the team isn’t playing at their best. Use your assistant to get prepared before a match, using detailed statistics from a recent season, or choose your kits, short, long, or more protective. Adjust the formation and tactics before each match to fit in the current conditions and
maximise the chances of winning. Match Prep – Your match preparation is now more personalised, and more flexible. You can create a game plan based on any criteria of any mode in FIFA 22, including team strength, expected weather, date/time and opponents. Set up practice matches on different pitches, and even have your
assistant show you live footage of the pitch in the tool before the match. FIFA Ultimate Team – Play the way you want! This year, Ultimate Team is better and more immersive than ever, and it’s available in FIFA 22 on all formats. Customise your card collection and strategy, including adding new players and buying and selling
items for real money in the app and in-game store. Your decisions are now even more important in the real-world game of FIFA than they were in FIFA 17. Multiplayer – Stay connected with friends, rivals and loved ones all over the world in FIFA, with friendlies on Facebook, and FIFA Ultimate Team. Full-Screen Options – Enjoy
fantastic full-screen options when playing any game mode. Go back to classic vision, or use the new zoom feature to bring it all into focus. There is also the brand
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What's new:

Unlock new kits for every team in the game.
Create the ultimate team and build your very own dream squad.
Start collecting new players using Create-a-Player.
Take your squad to legendary stadiums to play friendlies and enjoy the atmosphere.
Play online matches and take on friends in new modes like One Touch Play.
Get new ways to win, including creating free-kicks and headers.
Create new game modes, new ways to challenge friends.
Improve your skills on seven new FIFA Ultimate Team Skill Games.
Improve and personalise every aspect of your gameplay through new UI elements.
Switch formations in the Managerial Game. Six new formations now available.
Made some small but really cool UI changes.
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FIFA is the leading videogame franchise of the year. Live and breathe the atmosphere of the most popular sport in the world. Discover your skills, improve your play and immerse yourself in more depth and intensity than ever before with FIFA’s most immersive gameplay. The New Generation of Soccer videogames EA SPORTS FIFA
22 will revolutionise the football experience, bringing new features and user experience innovations to your game. A new season of innovation across every mode with contextual game mechanics FIFA 22 features game mechanics on the pitch that respond directly to player performance and team style. For example, an attacking
midfielder might have the opportunity to dribble through a defensive line. New build-up opportunities Using a pace map, you can predict when a space will open up and player just prior to a free-kick. You can also build up your attack by calling for the ball to be played into the space before the attacking midfielder receives it. This
allows for players to be flexible in their approach to build-up play. No controller required EA SPORTS FIFA 22 features a fluid, responsive experience on controllers, including the new Xbox Wireless Controller for Xbox One. Its innovative features such as TouchPad, D-Pad and L2/R2 make it feel like playing on a touchscreen. Precision
Throwing A new player trait allows players to execute precise touches in tight situations, to free up their teammates. Exemplified in EA SPORTS FIFA 22 by a player that is masterfully able to throw balls to teammates with a high degree of accuracy. Access your squad A new Spotlight Mode allows you to watch behind the scenes
footage of your footballing heroes in real life. EA SPORTS FIFA 22 features game mechanics on the pitch that respond directly to player performance and team style. For example, an attacking midfielder might have the opportunity to dribble through a defensive line.Using a pace map, you can predict when a space will open up and
player just prior to a free-kick. You can also build up your attack by calling for the ball to be played into the space before the attacking midfielder receives it. This allows for players to be flexible in their approach to build-up play.EA SPORTS FIFA 22 features a fluid, responsive experience on controllers, including the new Xbox
Wireless Controller for Xbox One. Its innovative features such as TouchPad, D-Pad and L2/R2 make it
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